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STARDATE 0131.23 

 

 

Our Annual Year-end US. Marine Corps Toys for Tots Campaign was a huge success with 

over $660.00 worth of toys and cash donated by our members. Thanks to all of you who 

contributed to make sure that kids would have something for Christmas.  

Toys for Tots! 
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Hello Everybody! 

Welcome to the latest issue of "Orbital Elements". We've had a quiet wrap-up to 
2022, and the USS KJ enters Year Four and 2023 with more activities on a  
regular basis.  

First, welcome aboard to CRR Adam Lenker from Pennsylvania, who will be 
hanging his Fleet shingle with the KJ along with his Dalek.  

As I am writing this, Farpoint is a few weeks away, and the KJ will make an appearance at the Oh-Dark 
Saturday Morning Region 7 Meeting. We'll check the sign up schedule for manning the Region 7 
Membership Table.  

The other night was the first of a series of Movie Nights at XO John/CMO Mo's home. We're looking to 
making this a monthly affair. As long as we have streaming and YouTube, we'll have plenty of selec-
tions.  

Thanks to all who attended the New Year's Eve Party. It was the first time in years that Maggie and I 
played host. Hopefully, we can do it again in the future. 

My thanks and commendations to XO John and CMO Mo for spearheading the annual Toys for Tots 
collection, the USS KJ main charity, and to all who chipped in, no matter the amount. Last count that 
John gave was over $660 in toys and donations. As I said before, it's not mandatory, but I am          
impressed by and proud of the Ship and its efforts. I'll admit that there are other Chapters who are 
more involved in charity work, but what we do, we do well.  

As I said last time, we have a lot of members contributing in various ways and means, and I thank you 
for your interests and efforts, whatever level they are. If you have any suggestions for events or for 
activities for the USS KJ, please bring them forward. The lines of communication are always open, but, 
most important, this is your Ship.  

As always, be safe, keep healthy, and stay well. Andiamo!  
         

           Little CO Captain Admiral Guy  
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" If the highest aim of a Captain were to preserve his ship, he would keep it in port forever." 

          -  Thomas Aquinas 

Hi Shipmates! 

January seems to be a time for reflection, at least for me.  We always seem to have 

stormy seas amongst our crew members.  We've had health scares, surgeries, losses of 

family and pets, moves, and some major lifestyle changes for a few of us.  We had a few 

meetings and get-togethers (including a Holiday Party at Tom and Maggie's new quar-

ters!), but because of the distances between us (we are a spread-out bunch) we still 

meet on Zoom chats, and we have started doing that on a regular basis- the third Satur-

day of each month (when possible).  Covid-19, the black storm cloud this ship was 

launched under, has finally dissipated and life is getting back to "normal."  

The encouraging milestones from last year were our own Captain-Admiral Tom being awarded  Region 7 

"Commanding Officer of the Year" and Rick Brocato (Webbie Designer Extraordinaire) winning for "Best Website."  

Mo and I completed a successful mission finding Katherine Johnson's gravesite, which was chronicled in the last 

edition of StarFleet's "CQ."  Our Chapter has acquired some new members and there have been more than a few 

promotions and awards for participation in Starfleet Academy. 

Looking ahead, our main goal is to have more live meetings.  CMO Mo and I are endeavoring to have at least one 

event a month at our house, even if it's just a movie night.  Farpoint is not far away, and always a good chance to 

catch up with friends face-to-face that we haven't seen for a while.  We're still somewhat spread out, with members 

all over our home base of Maryland, as well as others in Pennsylvania, Virginia, and even Arizona!  But we'll do the 

best we can.  Hoping this will be a year of "getting out of spacedock" more, seeing each other more often, and most 

of all, just having as much fun as we can. 

      XO John 

Stellar Events  

 Birthdays to Celebrate: 

   Becky Hutchinson ………… February 2 

   Sandy Cain …………………. March 1 

   Rick Brocato ……………….. March 10 

   Tom Restivo ………………… March 28 

 

 Welcome to our new member CRR Adam Lenker!  Adam lives in Pennsylvania and has  

 his own full-sized Dalek!  Hoping to see both him and the Dalek soon! 
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                    By Chief Medical Officer 

                          Maureen Mehrtens Lee, MS, BSN, RN 
 

The Covid virus has been around for several years now and continues to mutate, presenting new 

variants that continue to plague communities all over the world. As such, persons can be re-

infected with new strains of Covid, despite previous vaccination status.  Are there any treatments for COVID?  Are they 

effective?  This article will look briefly at the types of treatments out there, but the decision as to what treatments are 

best for your or your loved ones should be made after discussion with your health care provider. 

Treatments fall into two categories: FDA approved or EUA (Emergency Use Authorized). FDA means the drug has 

passed the government’s rigorous standards and has been approved for use. In order to be granted EUA, the FDA 

must determine if a product meets the following requirements: 

• It may be effective in diagnosing, treating, or preventing a serious or life-threating condition 

• The known and potential benefits outweigh the known and potential risks for the product 

• There are no adequate, approved, and available alternatives 

EUAs do not remain in effect indefinitely and FDA will consider whether a sponsor is working towards seeking FDA  

approval when evaluating the continued appropriateness of the EUA.  Pfizer and Moderna vaccines were originally EUA 

only but earned FDA approval after initial trials and continued use. 

Vaccines are our first line of treatment. Recommended for everyone 6 months of age and older, most vaccines recom-

mend a 2-shot primary series followed by periodic boosters. As new variants emerge, new boosters are recommended 

that address new variants. Persons with chronic diseases (like asthma, diabetes, COPD, heart disease and kidney     

disease) should speak with their physicians about getting vaccinated. Of course, vaccines are not for everyone, and 

each person should do what is right for them. 

Another treatment is antiviral medications. Generally recommended for persons with mild to moderate COVID, they can 

reduce the risk of progressing to severe disease, including hospitalization and death. If you have a positive COVID-19 

test and symptoms, do not wait to contact your health care provider to see if these treatment options are right for you.  

It is important to take them as soon as possible! 

Monoclonal antibodies can be used to treat, and in some cases, prevent COVID-19 in adults and pediatric pa-

tients. Monoclonal antibodies are laboratory-made molecules that act as substitute antibodies. They can help your   

immune system recognize and respond more effectively to the virus, making it more difficult for the virus to reproduce 

and cause harm.   

Most recently, convalescent plasma is being used. Plasma (a blood product) from persons who have recovered from 

COVID is collected and transfused to COVID patients so their antibody-containing plasma will help suppress viral repli-

cation in the COVID patient. It’s like a jump start for your immune system! Most likely given to very sick persons already 

in the hospital, it’s not your first line of treatment. 

For most of us, we’ll recover from COVID without any long-lasting effects. Just like flu, if you become symptomatic, call 

your doctor for the antivirals ASAP to make your recovery faster, with fewer ill effects. Take the time to slow down and 

rest.  It’s something we don’t always do in this day and age!               

         LLAP!   : )   Mo 

                        COVID TREATMENTS 
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Once Again I want to remind everyone: I am NOT an actual mental health pro-

fessional. I just roleplay one for this Fake Space Navy. For actual help with 

mental health issues, you can go to: National Alliance on Mental Illness at  

https://www.nami.org/home or Call the NAMI Helpline at 800-950-NAMI or text 

"NAMI" to 741741.   If you need help finding someone to talk to: https://

www.goodtherapy.org/find-therapist.html, https://www.healthline.com/health/

how-to-find-a-therapist, and https://www.betterhelp.com/about/ are some op-

tions you can use to help you.  It’s okay to not be okay, and it’s okay to need 

help. It’s out there, and you’re not alone.   

 The National Suicide Hotline, is now 988 as of July 16.  Call it or text it, trained counselors will be 

there 24-7 to help you. 

  I post that first paragraph with every Counselor’s Corner, both in case someone is confused 

that I am an actual counselor and to encourage people to seek help for their own issues. Lately, 

though, I’ve been thinking about this disclaimer. Traditional therapy may not be for everyone. Some 

people may have been burned by past experiences with past therapists or institutions. Some issues 

may not fit into easy categories. And given how insurance can vary in mental healthcare (from good to 

nonexistent) many people can’t get access to any therapist at all.    

 That still leaves people dealing with emotions and issues, though. How do you deal with them? 

Asking Google spat out this: Alternative options to therapy include exercise (like yoga and dance), 

meditation, art, music, journaling, and reading. Mental health apps are available to help support you as 

well. If available to you, animals can also be a great resource for emotional connection.    https://

www.verywellhealth.com/alternatives-to-therapy-5217661  ← This website goes into more detail about 

the other options. 

 In the end, it doesn’t matter what you do to get your head in a better place. What matters is 

that as long as what you do is healthy and works best for you, that your head gets into that better 

place.  You deserve to be in the best state of mind for you, no matter now you get there.   

 This Facebook meme on the next page is from November 2022 and also explains some ways 

to beat a bad mood.  But for longer periods of bad moods or sadness, still see your primary health 

care provider for help first. 

 

Counselor's Corner Winter 2023 (and other nonsense) 
By LCDR Elizabeth Gorman 

Ship's Counselor 

https://www.nami.org/home
https://www.goodtherapy.org/find-therapist.html
https://www.goodtherapy.org/find-therapist.html
https://www.healthline.com/health/how-to-find-a-therapist
https://www.healthline.com/health/how-to-find-a-therapist
https://www.betterhelp.com/about/
https://www.verywellhealth.com/alternatives-to-therapy-5217661
https://www.verywellhealth.com/alternatives-to-therapy-5217661
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TIPS FOR COPING WITH DEPRESSION-  
 

Shower. Not a bath, a shower. Use water as hot or cold as you like. You don’t even need to wash. 

Just get in under the water and let it run over you for a while. Sit on the floor if you gotta. 

Moisturize everything. Use whatever lotion you like. Unscented? Poundland lotion? Fancy 48 hour 

lotion that makes you smell like a field of wildflowers? Use whatever you want, and use it all over 

your entire dermis.  

Put on clean, comfortable clothes.  

Put on your favorite underwear. Cute black lacy panties? Those ridiculous boxers you bought last 

Christmas with pink love hearts on the butt? Put them on. 

Drink cold water. Use ice. If you want, add some mint or lemon for an extra boost.  

Clean something. Doesn’t have to be anything big. Organize one drawer of a desk. Wash five dirty 

dishes. Do a load of laundry. Scrub the bathroom sink.  

Blast music. Listen to something upbeat and dancey and loud, something that’s got lots of energy. 

Sing to it, dance to it, even if you suck at both. 

Make food. Don’t just grab a Kit Kat bar to munch. Take the time and make food. Even if it’s beans 

on toast. Add something special to it, like a soft boiled egg or some veggies. Prepare food, it 

tastes way better, and you’ll feel like you accomplished something.  

Make something. Write a short story or a poem, draw a picture, color a picture, fold origami, cro-

chet or knit, sculpt something out of clay, anything artistic. Even if you don’t think you’re good at 

it. Create.  

Go outside. Take a walk. Sit in the grass. Look at the clouds. Smell flowers. Put your hands in the 

dirt and feel the soil against your skin. 

Call someone. Call a loved one, a friend, a family member, call a chat service if you have no one 

else to call. Talk to a stranger on the street. Have a conversation and listen to someone’s voice. If 

you can’t bring yourself to call, text or email or whatever, just have some social interaction with 

another person. Even if you don’t say much, listen to them. It helps.  

Cuddle your pets if you have them/can cuddle them. Take pictures of them. Talk to them. Tell 

them how you feel, about your favorite movie, a new game coming out, anything.  

May seem small or silly to some, but this list keeps people alive.  

*** At your absolute best you won’t be good enough for the wrong people. But at your worst, 

you’ll still be worth it to the right ones. Remember that. Keep holding on.  

*** In case nobody has told you today I love you and you are worth your weight and then some in 

gold, so be kind to yourself and most of all keep pushing on!!!! 

Find something to be grateful for!  

There is no cure but there is help to manage - 
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Liz: (hears Ewok chattering and annoyed Betazoid voice in the background) Hold that thought.  (a 

frustrated Kendaari Elraan enters, followed by Wickett and Wockett, excitedly talking about cooking)  

Wickett? Wockett? Kendaari? You mind telling me what’s going on? 

     

Kendaari: Gorman! Thank Gallanta you’re here. Can you tell them <pointing to the Ewoks> that roast-

ing Chief Science Officer Piper is a terrible idea? 

      

Wickett: But she’s so mean, Counselor Lady! She scares Pooh! Everyone in blue shirts is so sad be-

cause of her! And she keeps you and Blue Lady and Mr. Yeoman working so long… 

     

Kendaari: (rubbing her spiral pendant, trying to calm down) How does she scare Pooh? 

    

Wockett: He’s afraid of how she looks at us...like we don’t belong on the ship. 

      

Kendaari: Well you do belong on the ship. I’ll talk to Pooh and reassure him. Poor little baby... 

      

Liz: Anyway, roasting Dr. Piper is a terrible idea. (the Ewoks look disappointed) She’s much too tough 

for roasting. Try braising or simmering for soup stock. (They perk up, much happier)   

       

Wockett and Wickett: Thank you Miss Lizzie! (they run off to discuss recipe ideas) 

       

Kendaari: She was kidding!  Come back!!  (looks at me) You were kidding, right? 

        

Liz: Of course I was! (Kendaari nods, then chases after the Ewoks) 

       

Or was I? ;)   

        Counselor out 
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The Drunken Crewman 
A Filk By  LTJG Garry Hickman 

I was recently listening to some music in my collection on YouTube, especially the Snake Charmer, a woman who plays 

music on a fancy set of bagpipes with a dragon on it. 

The one song I was listening to that inspired me to write a filk was the old sea shanty, "The Drunken Sailor". There are a lot 

of variations to that song, like the chorus varies from "hi ho, and up she rises" to "whey hey and up she rises" (also spelled 

weigh, and way). I decided to use 'way' since my song deals with the Star Trek era.  I of course changed the old seafaring 

lines to Trek ones.  

Lines like: shave his belly with a rusty razor, and put him in a longboat till he's sober, were easy to change to future lingo, 

but some of the others were more challenging. One line has to do with torturing and whipping the sailor, and the last line is 

about playing a practical joke by putting the drunk sailor in a room with the Captain's Daughter! Suffice it to say, I definitely 

found a better way to make those lines more family friendly and Trek-like. 

      

Verse 1: What shall we do with a drunken crewman, what shall we do with a drunken crewman, 

what shall we do with a drunken crewman, early in the morning? 

Chorus: Way hey, engage the warp drive, way hey, engage the warp drive, way hey, engage the 

warp drive early in the morning. 

Verse 2: Shave his head with a sonic razor, shave his head with a sonic razor, shave his head 

with a sonic razor early in the morning. 

(Repeat Chorus) 

Verse 3: Put him in a shuttlecraft till he's sober, put him in a shuttlecraft till he's sober, put 

him in a shuttlecraft till he's sober early in the morning. 

(Repeat Chorus) 

Verse 4: Stick him in the brig with an angry Klingon, stick him in the brig with an angry Klingon, 

stick him in the brig with an angry Klingon early in the morning. 

(Repeat Chorus) 

Lock him in quarters with the CO's Catlings, lock him in quarters with the CO's Catlings, lock 

him in  quarters with the CO's Catlings early in the morning. 

(Repeat Chorus) 

Ending Verse: That's what we do with a drunken crewman, that's what we do with a drunken 

crewman, that's what we do with a drunken crewman early in the morning. 

Way hey, engage the warp drive, way hey, engage the warp drive, way hey, engage the warp 

drive, second star to the right. 

Hope you liked it, and for those that don't know, the Catlings are brother and sister cats of the CO's, Betty and       
Lennier, and when they get together, they really get to be a handful!  If I submit this for the CQ, I'll change it to -Data's 
cat Spot. (you remember how Spot didn't get along with Riker and Worf!) 
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The 12 Days of KJ Christmas 

(Following the Song Format, which we all know) 

By LTJG Garry Hickman 
      

 First Day of Christmas: A Katherine Johnson Coffee Mug 

 Second Day of Christmas: Two Gold Rank Pips 

 Third Day of Christmas: Three Brownies of Doom 

 Fourth Day of Christmas: Four Counselor Sessions (I'm not crazy!) 

 Fifth Day of Christmas: Five Latinum Bars (gold-pressed of course!) 

 Sixth Day of Christmas: Six Region Seven Patches 

 Seventh Day of Christmas: Seven Holodeck Programs 

 Eighth Day of Christmas: Eight Self-sealing Stem Bolts 

 Ninth Day of Christmas: Nine Away Team Missions 

 Tenth Day of Christmas: Ten Bottles of Whiskey (Aldebaran) 

 Eleventh Day of Christmas: Eleven Days on Risa (Jamaharon!) 

 Twelfth Day of Christmas: Twelve Uniform Tops 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(photo by LT. Art Reid) 
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By LTJG Thor Halvorsen 
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By CMDR Rick Brocato, Chief Operations Officer 

Greetings shipmates!  

As you know, some of our crew write fanfic stories about a fictionalized version of our 

KJ ship, her crew, and supporting characters—Adventures of the USS Katherine John-

son. As they become published, crew members can find these stories in the Member 

only section on the ship’s website.  

In this article, CMDR Riko “Rik” Brock, Chief of Operations (“OPS”) on the KJ fanfic 

ship, will introduce you to a new member of the Operations Department. She is Chief 

Warrant Officer Serré Rem (a Nabooan), head of the Boats T & D Section. After the 

introduction, Chief Rem will present you with a fun and informative demonstration of 

what her section does. Following is CMDR Brock’s (“OPS”) interview with Chief Warrant Officer Rem 

(“Boats”). 

~~~ 

OPS: “Welcome aboard Chief Rem. Or, should I say ‘Boats’?” 

BOATS: “Thank you, Commander Brock. *chuckles* Yes, the nickname is appropriate. It is a tradition that 

goes way back. And, it is a name that I’ve earned along the way during my twenty plus years in Starfleet serv-

ing in ops on Starbases and starships in war and peace.” 

OPS: “Would you enlighten our readers on the origin of ‘Boats’ and your function in the Boats T & D Sec-

tion?” 

BOATS: “Sure Commander. In the old Earth Navy, ‘Boats’ was an informal name for the ship’s Boatswain’s 

Mate (BM); the oldest rating in the Navy with a rich history of honored traditions. Even though Starfleet does 

not have BM’s anymore, my function in the Boats T & D Section and my duties on board the KJ is similar to 

some of the old Bosun’s function.” 

OPS:  “What is the mission of the your Section, Chief?”  

BOATS: “Well . . . in a nutshell . . . my section is responsible for training and developing personnel . . . includ-

ing ship's company and passengers or vessels . . . in general starship operations, safety, repairs, and proto-

cols. We set the agenda for instruction in general ship operations as well as specific skills development. Addi-

tionally, Boats organizes with appropriate ship departments, the duty roster of auxiliary and utility service per-

sonnel for daily ship maintenance. In cooperation with the cognizant section head, the Boats Section also co-

ordinates all personnel cross-trained in damage control operations and supervises damage control and emer-

gency operations. As ‘Chief of Boats’, I may assume any Operations role as required and I’m qualified to tem-

porarily act as a Bridge Ops officer if so ordered.” 

OPS: “How many crew do you have to carry out the Boats mission? 

BOATS: “Precisely . . . in addition to myself . . . my section has two trainers; one senior . . . CPO Rylund 

Hunter and one junior . . . PO3 Saivir. And, we have a Ship Safety Officer . . . PO1 Yak. 

OPS: Okay Chief, thank you for the overview. Readers who want to know more about you may do so by  
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reading the forthcoming Persona Profile to be published by the Ops Department. Now, Chief Rem, would you 

please tell us about the little exercise that you’ve cooked up for our readers?” 

BOATS: “Will do, Commander. The exercise is a fun little quiz that we got from Counselor Elraan’s office. Her 
staff trained our trainers how to use it in our teamwork exercises. It’s about developing your Emotional Intelli-
gence (EQ) in order to improve your own effectiveness in your team. 

A little background on Emotional Intelligence.  

EQ is a hidden aspect of your personality, like the part of an iceberg that’s underwater. It’s foundational to 
your life and a key to your success in life and personal relationships (so important for teamwork and leader-
ship). Surprisingly, research has shown that EQ’s actually more important to your effectiveness than your In-
tellectual Capacities (IC). Contrast the effectiveness of Captain Edward Jellico (low EQ) with Captain Jean-Luc 
Picard (high EQ). People with high EQ have great self-confidence, are more realistic about themselves (self-
aware), and have greater self-mastery.  

Alone, IC—in the past called IQ—leaves between 75% to 96% of the success at work unexplained. To put it 
more succinctly, to succeed, you need to start with intellectual horsepower. But, emotional intelligence is the 
catalyzer to full potential and talent blooming. 67% of the abilities that make the difference for top performers 
are Emotional Intelligence. When it comes to Leadership, 90% of the success is attributed to EQ. It’s all the 
more important that in Starfleet there is little variation in intellectual capacities (IC) between professionals (i.e., 
both Jellico and Picard are very smart), but a huge variance in EQ. The great thing about EQ is that it can be 
improved if we work on it. For instance, a training program for fiscal advisors on Emotional Intelligence ena-
bled them to improve work performance by 8% to 20% in comparison to the previous year.   

On the next page is the Emotional Intelligence Quiz developed by psychologist Bill Gaultiere that was inspired 
by Daniel Goleman’s research. Emotional Intelligence, as described by Goleman, structures over five compe-
tencies: self-awareness, self-regulation (managing emotion), motivation (activation), empathy (relating with 
and to others), and social skills (teaming/communicating with others). Just for fun, give the quiz a try and see 
how you do. Are you more like Picard or Jellico? Or somewhere in between?” 

 

Sources:  

https://www.soulshepherding.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/EQ-Test.pdf  

https://wind4change.com/emotional-intelligence-daniel-goleman-work-self-mastery/ 

 

~~~~~ 

 

 

Servitium ad navem

https://www.soulshepherding.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/EQ-Test.pdf
https://wind4change.com/emotional-intelligence-daniel-goleman-work-self-mastery/
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Emotional Intelligence Quiz 

Each item below presents how you may act or feel in certain situations (i.e., at home or work or socially). Re-

spond how often it is true of your actual (not desired) behavior or attitude.  

1. When I feel down or melancholy I’m not sure what it is that is bothering me: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes 

(7) / Rarely (9) / Never (11)  

2. When faced with a disappointment or a loss I try not to feel sad: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / 

Never (11)  

3. I put high priority on understanding how I feel when I make an important decision: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Some-

times (7) / Rarely (9) / Never (11)   

4. When I am upset it takes a long time for me to feel better: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / Nev-

er (11)  

5. When someone criticizes me unfairly I feel bad about myself: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / 

Never (11)  

6. My emotions are up and down: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / Never (11)  

7. It’s hard for me to wait to get what I want even if I know it’s for the best: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / 

Rarely (9) / Never (11)  

8. When working on a challenge I struggle to feel hopeful, energetic, and confident: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Some-

times (7) / Rarely (9) / Never (11)  

9. If I have to do something I don’t want to do I put it off till later: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / 

Never (11)  

10. When people share a problem with me I think more about how they could solve it then about how difficult it feels for 

them: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / Never (11)  

11. In situations of conflict I have trouble understanding other people’s emotions: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes 

(7) / Rarely (9) / Never (11)  

12. I am unable to sense other people’s unspoken feelings on important issues: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes 

(7) / Rarely (9) / Never (11)  

13. I avoid engaging in conversation with people I don’t know well: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / 

Never (11)  

14. I say things to other people that I regret later: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / Never (11)  

15. In social situations it’s hard for me to build rapport with others: Always (3) / Usually (5) / Sometimes (7) / Rarely (9) / 

Never (11)  

Add the numbers from each item to get your Total EQ Score _________  

EQ scores range from 45 to 165 with 105 being average. A score of 120 and above is exceptional according to 

norms of those who have taken the quiz.  

SMART Components of EQ:  

S Self-Awareness Questions 1-3  

M Managing Emotions (Self Regulation) Questions 4-6  

A Activation (Motivation) Questions 7-9  

R Relating with Empathy Questions 10-12  

T Teaming with Others (Social Skills) Questions 13-15 

Sources: https://www.soulshepherding.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/EQ-Test.pdf  

https://wind4change.com/emotional-intelligence-daniel-goleman-work-self-mastery/ 

https://www.soulshepherding.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/EQ-Test.pdf
https://wind4change.com/emotional-intelligence-daniel-goleman-work-self-mastery/
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ASIAN ASTROLOGY 

by LTJG Garry Hickman 

Those that have read my ship's persona may have wondered if any of it was based in fact. The answer is a 

resounding yes. My love of dragons and interest in the Chinese/Asian zodiac is especially true. I have a 

book on the subject, but it's still in storage at my Brother's house in Delaware! So I had to use Wikipedia 

and Google to get a decent definition and charts. 

If you were born in January or February you will have to do more research to find out exactly what animal 

sign you are, because the Chinese New Year falls between Jan. 15 and Feb. 15., so every year is different. 

You can also contact me, because I have it all recorded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Chinese zodiac is a traditional classification system based on the Chinese calendar that assigns an 

animal and it's reputed attributes to each year in a repeating 12-year cycle. Originating from China, the   

zodiac and it's variations remain popular in many East Asian and Southeast Asian countries, such as       

Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, Singapore, Nepal, Bhutan, Cambodia and Thailand.  

There are major differences between Eastern and Western astrology. The animals of the Chinese zodiac 

are not associated with constellations spanned by the ecliptic plane. The Chinese 12-part cycle corre-

sponds to years, rather than months. The Chinese zodiac is represented by 12 animals, whereas the West-

ern is not, even though the English word 'zodiac' comes from the Greek zōdiakòs kyklos meaning "cycle of 

animals". 
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The displayed chart shows the positive attributes of each animal, but here are the negative attributes of the 4 

trines (threesomes) of animals: 

The Rat, Dragon and Monkey can also be: manipulative, jealous, selfish, aggressive, vindictive and deceitful. 

The Ox, Snake and Rooster can also be: self-righteous, egotistical, vain, judgemental, narrow-minded and petty. 

The Tiger, Horse and Dog can also be: rash, rebellious, quarrelsome, anxious, disagreeable and stubborn. 

The Rabbit, Goat and Pig can also be: naïve, pedantic, insecure, selfish, indecisive and pessimistic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

January 22, 2023 is the beginning of the year of the Rabbit . Have a prosperous year no matter what 

animal sign you are. Mine is next year: the Year of the Dragon! 
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Hello everyone and welcome to my Engineering corner. This article will have a part 2 to it in the next article 

first off. I would like to bring light to the Nickelodeon series Prodigy and how well written the series is in its 

visual beauty, antagonists that actually end the way they should and so on. But you may ask yourself “Why 

would John tell us about a kids show?  Isn't this article supposed to be about Starships?” And I will answer 

“You are right!” and this show has 2 of the best and fastest star ships in all of Starfleet. In this article I will be 

discussing the Hero Ship of the show, the U.S.S. Protostar and just how special of a ship it is. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The U.S.S Protostar NX-76884 is a Protostar class ship and as its name suggests it has something to do with 

a Protostar, but more on this later on. The U.S.S. Protostar is a ship that came from information gathered from 

the Delta quadrant and is made for speed, but at its heart it is a Science vessel. The ship was commissioned 

by Janeway to go back to the Delta quadrant to fix some wrongs that Janeway and the crew of Voyager might 

have made. Commanded by Captain Chakotay this ship and crew was sent back to the Delta Quadrant and 

was considered lost after communication with the ship was lost.  
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Now this is not a large star ship at all, something to the size of a Defiant class or a Saber Class (139 Meters) 

starship, so its crew complement can be anywhere between 20 to 40 crew members with this complement 

being spread out among 6 decks with 1 sub deck. Deck 1 is the Bridge, Deck 2 is living space, bunks and the 

mess hall, Deck 3 is almost certainly where Engineering is and Deck 4 is the cargo/shuttle bay (which looks 

like it spans Decks 3 and 4, but the display makes it look like there may be a few more.) One strange design 

feature for Federation ships: there are stairs in the Protostar as well as at least one turbolift.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The U.S.S. Protostar comes with a Full bridge crew quarters with bunks for the rest of the crew, a holodeck 

and mess hall that has 3 food replicators in it. The Shuttle / Cargo bay also has something not seen in another 

star ship and that is a 3D Replicator/Printer. So with a little time if something is needed such as a specialized 

shuttle craft or a land vehicle the ship can have one built on the spot. To go along with this the entire ship is 

covered with holographic projectors to allow the onboard Delta Quadrant training expert Holographic Captain 

Janeway to be all over the ship. But what makes this ship special is what is in its engineering: the Gravimetric 

Protostar Containment Drive.  
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The Protostar has not one but 2 warp cores, one for conventional use and the other to power the containment 

core of what is the beating heart of the ship, a Protostar that when implemented pushes the ship faster than 

any other ship in star trek lore. Now you may say “John it can't be faster than Discovery” and I would say yes 

it can because Discovery is more transporting itself in place from one point to another where in the case of 

the Protostar this is engaged while in warp. While in warp, the starship has physical changes that take place 

before the activation of the protostar engine where the nacelles go from a position above the hull to one below 

the hull and the aft section of the ship opens up to show what looks to be a third nacelle the come out of it and 

this is the Protostar Drive itself.  

Now you would think that with the power of a baby star you would have power forever, but after the use of the 

Protostar Drive it takes a long time for the Protostar to recover. Maybe that's why we do not see this type of 

drive in other starships. Power consumption is not something you want in a larger starship. Being that this ship 

is small it does have the capability of planetary landing and has pylons that come down to let the ship “sit” on 

the ground. The deflector dish that is as wide as the secondary hull has the tractor beam array built into it  

allowing for a more compact system that has a larger coverage area.  

So with all that let's get into some numbers. 
 
Now there is not a lot of information of full power outputs of weaponry but I will give you all that I can find on 
the ship. 

  
Propulsion·    1 Protostar Gravimetric Containment Drive 

 2 Warp Cores 
 2 Impulse Engines  
 Impulse thrusters 

Systems Vehicle replicator                                                                                                                                                                    
  Holodeck                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Holographic Captain Janway 

Armament 3 or 4 phaser arrays (Small ship so lots of coverage) 
   1 type 6 variable payload torpedo launcher 
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So with this as more information becomes available I will re-write this article. As of now the U.S.S. Protostar is 
no more after using the Protodrive at the same time as releasing the containment creating a wormhole across 
space and time. At the end of the Star Trek Prodigy series we hear that the Protostar Class has been officially 
adopted and we see that another of the class is being built on Earth at Starfleet. 
 
If you want to see this ship in action for yourself Please click on the link below trust me its worth it! Next time 
we will talk about Admiral Janways ship the new U.S.S. Dauntless. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uV1pEdE-kU 

 
 
Until next time! Chief Engineer signing off.  

 

        LT John Price, Chief of Engineering 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uV1pEdE-kU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uV1pEdE-kU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uV1pEdE-kU
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Greetings shipmates, 

For Those who attend, the convention season is upon us. Here is a refresher course from your Security De-

partment on some easy steps you can do to make your hotel stay a little safer.  

Tips To Protect Yourself 

Checking into a hotel is something that most of us do without much thought for our personal safety, particu-

larly if it’s a more upscale establishment. But there are things you should consider when checking in, re-

gardless of how nice the hotel is; hotel crimes are often crimes of opportunity, and you never know who 

may be watching you or listening to your conversations with the intent of harm. 

Ask the front desk personnel not to announce your room number, but instead write it down. If they verbally 

tell you your room number, ask for a different room and request that number to not be announced. 

Keep your luggage between you and the front desk when checking in. 

Do not leave your credit card lying on the front desk counter, and double-check that the card being re-

turned to you by the clerk is indeed your card. 

When registering, sign with only your first initial and last name – for women traveling alone, this does not 

indicate gender. 

Instruct the front desk not to give out your name or your room number, and request them to call you if any-

one inquires about you. 

When checking in, grab a couple of business cards from the front desk; keep one near the room phone and 

one with you. If you need the address of the hotel for contacting emergency services or for a cab ride, you 

will have it handy. 

Ask for a room between the 3rd and 6th floors. Ground floor and second floor rooms are more accessible to 

would-be criminals, and rooms higher than the 6th floor may be out of reach of fire truck ladders. 

Upon entering your room, examine such things as window locks, door deadbolts, and peepholes. Check 

closets and bathroom to see if anyone may be hiding inside. 

Never prop your door open, even for a moment; do not use the deadbolt as a door stop. 

If someone knocks on your door, confirm their identity through the peephole before opening the door; if 

they state they are hotel staff, contact the front desk to ask if someone has been sent to your room, and for 

what purpose. 

If you receive a phone call in your room from someone stating to be with hotel staff and requesting entry 

into your room to make a repair, contact the front desk to confirm. 

 

        LLAP,  

        T.Trigger 

        Security Department Spokesperson 
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Star Trek and All Related Marks and Logos are Trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
 
The USS Katherine Johnson Journal“Orbital Elements” is intended for the private use of our 
members. STARFLEET holds no claims to any trademarks, copyrights, or properties held by 
CBS Studios nor Paramount Pictures. All content from Star Trek including still images and 
character names is the property of Paramount Pictures Corporation and CBS Studios, Inc. and 
no infringement is intended. STARFLEET The International Star Trek Fan Association, Inc. 
operates as a non-profit fan club and is committed to promoting Star Trek. 
 
Orbital Elements is published quarterly close to the end of every three months and the dead-
line for submissions is usually one week before the publication date. The Journal Editor and 
Communications Chief is John Lee. If you have any submissions, corrections, comments, or 
constructive criticisms, please send them to: jalvinlee0815@gmail.com.  All  articles and in-
formative items are welcome. 


